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Chapter Eight
BRIEF BACKGROUND
During the last 100 years more has probably been published on the history of Italic and
instructions on how to write it than on any other calligraphic style.
Historical Italic evolved through three definable phases: informal, semiformal, and formal
spanning two centuries between 1400 and 1600 in Italy and later throughout most of Europe.
Its twentieth century revival has also passed through three phases.
In both cases, development has grown from a primary need for speedy handwriting that was
cleaner and more legible than the contemporary writing. A degree of formalization into an
acceptable and elegant bookhand for manuscripts and documents then followed.
The third phase in the twentieth century has been an explosion into such variety of Italicinspired styles that can confuse any beginner who is learning basic Italic letter shapes and trying
to maintain the regulation 45 degree pen angle and 5-7 degree forward slant. Italic now runs
the gamut from narrow, formal upright and unjoined letters, to wide, joined, informal cursive,
with countless hybrids, reminiscent of not only Copperplate with its loops and flourishes, but
also Gothic cursives. The sky is now the limit. … Surely, this need not indicate degeneration at
all; instead, it should demonstrate the richness of diversity.
The old rules apply very narrowly, but they remain the strongest starting point
for later experimentation: the purer and more consistent the model, the better the
foundation.
ANALYSIS OF FORMAL ITALIC MINISCULES
Pen angle: 45 degrees measured from the letter slant NOT from the baseline. Exceptions –
letters such as v, w, x and y should be made with a steeper pen angle for the thick diagonals (not
necessary for thin diagonals)

Pen scale: Average of 5 nib widths to body height. Ascenders and descenders 4 to 5 nib widths.
Matching capitals approximately 7 nib widths.
Slant: 5 to 10 degrees forward from vertical.
Width of letters: based on n and u: half of body height (2 ½ nib widths)
INDIVIDUALITY
“The model represents an ideal of legibility and pattern, …. Even when making a copy slowly
your writing will be different because it is yours …. Regard the model, therefore, not as an
impossible standard but as a guide to economical method and form … bear in mind that
legibility should come before speed and that no two persons can write alike.” Alfred Fairbanks
This observation was given in relation to Italic handwriting but also applies to formal Italic.
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5 PEN WIDTHS HIGH - PEN ANGLE 45 DEG. TO SLANT - LETTER SLANT 5 DEG.

